Green Building
Certification

Since the foundation of the company more than 60 years ago,
Zumtobel has been striving to create the best light for people and
the environment. The company‘s success is based on sustainable
lighting solutions that perfectly harmonise efficiency and optimum
lighting quality.
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Added value

In a world of change, sustainable building is an active contribution
to saving resources and ensuring a safe basis of existence for the
generations to come. The significantly growing number of environmentally certified buildings shows that Green Building is a trend that will
leave its mark on the international construction sector in the future.
In 2012, 44 % of all commercial and institutional buildings
were already built in a sustainable way. Recent studies indicate that this share will have increased to 55 % by 2016 1).
An increase is also expected for the refurbishment of buildings.
In surveys 2), 50 % of the companies questioned reported that
they had sustainable refurbishment projects in the pipeline.
Green buildings provide the following benefits, among others:
Increasing demand on the part of tenants and readiness to
pay higher rents (up to 3 % per LEED® certification level) 3)
The selling price that can be achieved is up to 30 %
higher for LEED®-certified office buildings 4)
Operating and energy costs of LEED®-certified buildings
are reduced by up to 50 % 5)
Improved CO2 balance of the company
Environmental certification is an instrument of corporate communication that opens up additional attractive marketing opportunities

Environmentally certified buildings rely on intelligent room
design, healthy room climate and flexible lighting solutions, among other things. Measures which, as a whole,
have a positive impact on the staff‘s wellbeing and hence
on the company‘s success, as recent studies show:
Improved wellbeing
Increase in performance by up to 23 % thanks to perfect
lighting solution 6)
Up to 3 fewer sick days per employee per year 7)

Rents 3)
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Sales value 4)

Energy costs 5)

Productivity 6)

Days absent 7)

Source
1)
2013 Dodge Construction Green
Outlook, McGraw-Hill Construction, 2012
2)
World Green Building Trends Smart Market Report,
McGraw-Hill Construction, 2013
3)–6)
The Business Case for Green Building,
World Green Building Council, 2013
7)
Green Buildings and Productivity,
CBRE Richard Ellis and
USD Untiversity of San Diego, 2009

Green potential of light

LEED ® (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
LEED ® is an internationally recognised certification system for
sustainable building, founded by the U.S. Green Building Council in
2000. Worldwide, accredited experts evaluate buildings in terms
of eco-friendliness, sustainable construction and efficient use of
resources. The points are awarded according to in various rating systems and categories. Under the “LEED ® for New
Construction and Major Renovations“ rating system, points for
lighting solutions may be achieved in 7 categories, for instance.

LEED ® certification of 40 points or more

40
34

Up to 34 points (incl. Pilot Credits) can be achieved by an intelligent
lighting solution by Zumtobel

LEED ® awards
Certification 40 – 49 points l Silver 50 – 59 points
Gold 60 – 79 points l Platinum 80 – 110 points
LEED ® 2009 for New Construction and Major
Renovations,

Green City Court, Prague | CZ

How Zumtobel can support you during the certification

Main Credit Categories
SS Sustainable Sites
Credit

SS CREDIT 8:
Light pollution reduction

Intent

To minimize light trespass from the building and site, reduce sky-glow to
increase night sky access, improve night-time visibility through glare
reduction and reduce development impact from lighting on nocturnal
environments.

Requirements

Interior Lighting
(Option 1 or 2 requisite)
OPTION 1:
Light pollution reduction by use of
automatic controls for lighting.
OPTION 2:
Light pollution reduction by use of
automatic shading devices.

Contribution
by Zumtobel

Specifications of Zumtobel control
devices. Drawings with locations
and sequence of operation of
Zumtobel controls.

Possible Points

Source
LEED ® 2009 New Construction and
Major Renovations
More information: LEED LIGHT GUIDE
www.zumtobel.com/greenbuilding

IEQ Indoor Environmental Quality
IEQ CREDIT 6.1
Controllability of systems –
Lighting

IEQ CREDIT 8.1
Daylight and views –
Daylight

To provide a high level of lighting
system control by individual
occupants or groups in multioccupant spaces (e.g. classrooms
and conference areas) and promote
their productivity, comfort and wellbeing.

To provide building occupants with
a connection between indoor
spaces and the outdoors through
the introduction of daylight and
views into the regularly occupied
areas of the building.

Exterior Lighting (requisite)
Lighting Zone classification for
project site to be specified by the
planner.
Calculation of exterior lighting
power densities according to
ANSI / ASHRAE / IESNA
90.1- 2007 Section 9.
Description of light trespass
analyses containing manufacturer’s
luminaire data sheets with lamp
lumen levels and photometric data.
Photometric site plan or illumination
model.

Provide individual lighting controls
for 90 % (minimum) of the building
occupants to enable adjustments to
suit individual task needs and
preferences.
Provide lighting system controls for
all shared multi-occupant spaces to
enable adjustments that meet group
needs and preferences.

Demonstrate compliance
through one of these four Options:
OPTION 1:
Computer simulation to prove
sufficient daylight illuminance.
OPTION 2:
Calculations for visible light
transmittance and window-to-floor
ratio.
OPTION 3:
Floor plan with recorded light
measurement results.
OPTION 4:
Any of the above methods may be
combined.

Luminaire data sheet including lamp
lumen levels and photometric data
(Exterior Lighting) e.g. Zumtobel
PAN luminaire.
Illumination model / photometric site
plan as a special Zumtobel service
in coordination with the designer.

Zumtobel free-standing luminaires
used in individual workspaces can
help to increase the percentage of
individual workstations with lighting
controls.
Floor plans showing the zoning of
the lighting along with the location
and the type of the lighting controls
can be used to document the
availability of lighting controls.

A daylight simulation to demonstrate
compliance to IEQ Credit 8.1 is a
special Zumtobel service in
coordination with the lighting
designer.

1 / 15 (Credit / Category)

1 / 15 (Credit / Category)

1 / 26 (Credit / Category)

Main Credit Categories
EA Energy & Atmosphere
EA PREREQUISITE 1:
Fundamental commissioning of
building energy systems

EA PREREQUISITE 2:
Minimum energy performance

EA CREDIT 1:
Optimize energy performance

EA CREDIT 3:
Enhanced
commissioning

To verify that the project’s energy-related systems
are installed, calibrated and perform according to
the owner’s project requirements, basis of design
and construction documents. Benefits of
commissioning include reduced energy use, lower
operating costs, reduced contractor callbacks,
better building documentation, improved occupant
productivity and verification that the systems
perform in accordance with the owner’s project
requirements.

To establish the minimum level of energy
efficiency for the proposed building and
systems to reduce environmental and
economic impacts associated with
excessive energy use.

To achieve increasing levels of energy
performance beyond the prerequisite
standard to reduce environmental and
economic impacts associated with
excessive energy use.

To begin the commissioning process early
in the design process and execute
additional activities after systems
performance verification has been
completed.

A commissioning authority (CxA) for the overall
project has to be named, which is responsible for
overseeing the commissioning activities.
The owner’s project requirements have to be
documented and the CxA must review these
documents.
A commissioning plan has to be developed and
implemented.
The installation and performance of the systems
must be verified.
A commissioning summary report has to be
completed.

OPTION 1:
Whole Building Energy Simulation.
Demonstrate a 10% improvement in the
proposed building performance rating
compared to a baseline building
according to Appendix G Ashrae 90.1. For
existing buildings, 5 % are sufficient.
OPTIONS 2 and 3:
In Options 2 and 3, the building has to
comply with prescriptive measures in
specific design guides. These options are
very rarely used in Europe.

All Options:
The methods to prove compliance are
identical to the EAP2 (Prerequisite).
The percentage of energy cost saved in
comparison to the baseline building must
be demonstrated. The saving is calculated
for the complete building, not only for
lighting. The number of points depends
on the percentage of energy cost saved in
comparison to the baseline building. For a
20 % saving 5 points are awarded, for a
48 % saving even 19 points. For details
please refer to the LEED reference guide.

Building on EA Prerequisite 1, this credit
requires more detailed and more
independent commissioning and
verification of the buildings systems.

Documentation and verification of project
requirements as well as installation and
performance of the lighting systems are
documented in collaboration with a Zumtobel
Project Manager and verification can be provided
via the Light Performance Platform.

The engineer doing the simulation will require a schedule with the installed load per
room or room type together with information regarding controls.
Simulations are carried out using simulation software approved by LEED.
Daylight-based management and presence detection can be calculated by the
simulation software directly. For all other saving potentials via controls a narrative will
be required but it can not be guaranteed that arguments regarding additional saving
potentials will be accepted.

0 (Prerequisite)

0 (Prerequisite)

up to 19 / 35 (Credit / Category)

Zumtobel Services offers additional
extended Project Documentation as well
as on-site training for facility managers
and users if required. In addition,
maintenance agreements are offered to
ensure the systems’ correct functioning.

2 / 35 (Credit / Category)

Bonus Credit Categories
ID Innovation in design

RP Regional Priority

Credit

ID CREDIT 1:
Innovation and Design Process – Specific title

Intent

To provide design teams and projects with the
opportunity to achieve exceptional performance
above the requirements set by the LEED Green
Building Rating System and/or innovative
performance in green building categories not
specifically addressed by the LEED Green
Building Rating System.

To support and encourage the design
integration required by LEED to streamline the
application and certification process.

To provide an incentive for the achievement of
credits that address geographically specific
environmental priorities.

Requirements

PATH 1:
Innovation credits provide the opportunity to
achieve credit for exceptional performance
above the requirements set by LEED or
innovative performance in Green Building
categories not specifically addressed by the
LEED Green Building Rating System. Pilot
credits are refined through LEED project
evaluations before they complete the balloting
process for introduction into LEED. One point is
awarded for each innovation up to a maximum
of 5.
PATH 2:
Achieve exemplary performance in an existing
prerequisite or credit that allows exemplary
performance.

At least 1 principal participant of the
project team shall be a LEED Accredited
Professional (AP).

Adoptions were made to the following
countries: United States, Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, China, Colombia, Finland, Hong Kong,
Macau, Mexico, Norway, Romania, Spain,
Sweden, Turkey
For countries without predefined regional
priority points there will automatically be
awarded one of 4 points each, if you achieve
the credits in the categories WEc1, WEc2,
WEc3, EAc1, EAc3 or EAc5. Select a version,
system, country and zip code to view the
available regional priority credits:
www.usgbc.org/rpc

Contribution
by Zumtobel

Zumtobel products can contribute to meet the
requirements for exemplary performance in
EAc1 and EAc3.
Zumtobel Lighting Solutions may contribute to
innovative design schemes under the innovation
credit path.

Zumtobel collaborates with LEED Accredited
Professionals.

Zumtobel has production sites among others
in USA, China and Sweden.

Possible Points

1 / 5 (Credit / Category)

ID CREDIT 2:
LEED accredited professional

1 / 1 (Credit / Category)

RP CREDIT 1:
Regional priority –
Specific title

4 / 4 (Credit / Category)

Pilot Credits
SS Sustainable Sites

IEQ Indoor Environmental Quality

MR Material & Ressources

Credit

SS PILOT CREDIT 7:
Light pollution reduction

IEQ PILOT CREDIT 22:
Interior Lighting – Quality

MR PILOT CREDIT 61:
Material disclosure and
assessment

MR PILOT CREDIT 63:
Whole building
life cycle assessment

Intent

To increase night sky access, improve night-time visibility, and reduce the consequences of development
for wildlife and people.

Provide comfort for occupants by establishing quality criteria for interior lighting within
a space.

To encourage the use of products and
materials for which life-cycle information
is available and that have environmentally,
economically, and socially preferable lifecycle impacts.
To reward project teams for selecting
products from manufacturers who have
verified improved environmental life-cycle
impacts.

To increase the use of
products and materials
with life cycles and ingredients that improve overall
environmental, economic
and social performance.

Requirements

Meet one of two Options for
Requirement 1 (Uplight) and
Requirement 2 (Trespass)
for New Construction, Core
Shell, Schools, Retail and
Healthcare projects.
OPTION 1:
BUG Rating Method
Don’t exceed maximum luminaire uplight rating, backlight and glare ratings as defined in IESNA TM-15-11,
Addendum A
OPTION 2:
Calculation Method
Don’t exceed maximum percentage of total lumens emmitted above horizon and
vertical illuminance levels at
the Lighting Boundary.

Meet the requirements of ASHRAE 90.1
Section 9.5 or Section 9.6.
They define minimum requirements for energy efficiency either for the
complete building or for specific spaces.
Additional:
Achieve at least 4 out of a list of lighting
quality criteria defined in the pilot credit library for at least 90 % of the regularly occupied floor space. If the design is carried out
according to EN 12464, most of the criteria
should be achieved by default.

OPTION 2:
Multi-attribute optimisation
Use products that comply with one of the
criteria below 50 %, by cost, of the total
value of permanently installed products in
the project. Products will be valued as
below:
- Third-party certified products that demonstrate impact reduction below industry average in at least 3 of the following
categories are valued at 100 % of their
cost for credit achievement calculations
- Global warming potential [CO2e]
- Depletion of stratospheric ozone layer
[kg CFC-11]
- Acidification of land and water sources
[moles H+] or [kg SO2]
- Eutrophication [kg nitrogen]
or [kg phosphate]
- Formation of tropospheric ozone [kg NOx]
or [kg ethene]
- Depletion of non-renewable energy
resources [MJ]
- USGBC-approved program

OPTION 4:
Conduct a life-cycle assessment (LCA) of the
project’s structure and enclosure that demonstrates
a minimum of 10 % reduction, compared with a reference building, in at least
3 of the 6 impact measures listed below, (1 must
be global warming potential).
- Global warming potential
[CO2e]
- Depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer
[kg CFC-11]
- Acidification of land and
water sources [moles H+]
or [kg SO2]
- Eutrophication [kg nitrogen] or [kg phosphate]
- Formation of tropospheric ozone [kg NOx] or [kg
ethene]
- Depletion of non-renewable energy resources
[MJ]

For further details see
www.usgbc.org/node/2606895?return=/
pilotcredits

Contribution
by Zumtobel

Possible Points

Zumtobel Datasheet

1 / 5 (Credit / Category)

Spreadsheet comparing the installed load
for each room type to the allowance of the
standard. Alternatively, the full building can
be compared. For details refer to ASHREA
standard 90.1, which can be downloaded at:
www.ashrae.org
Narrative explaining which of the criteria
are fulfilled. There is no specific form to the
report.
Lighting Calculations and / or luminaire
Datasheets will be necessary for most
criteria.

1 / 5 (Credit / Category)

The Environmental Product Declarations
from Zumtobel according to ISO 14025
and EN 15804 are based on the
‘Luminaires, lamps and components for
luminaires’ PCR. Life Cycle Assessment
Practitioner is PE INTERNATIONAL.

1 / 5 (Credit / Category)

Zumtobel can adjust the
standard service life of an
EPD (15 years) up to a service life of 60 years.

1 / 5 (Credit / Category)

Life cycle assessment (LCA)

Life cycle of Zumtobel products
The Zumtobel life cycle assessment is based on the international
ISO 14040/44 standard. This reliable and acknowledged tool is used
to measure and rate a product’s environmental impact, from the
extraction of raw materials to recycling.
The guiding principle: analysis of environmental impact during development in order to keep this impact
as low as possible over the entire service life.
For further information, please refer to the sustainability report
of the Zumtobel Group:
www.zumtobelgroup.com/en/corporate_responsibility.htm

1

Sustainable
products for
your Green
Building
Certification

Row materials
Efficient use of materials thanks to Design
for Six Sigma, Material Finder
Transparent documentation of environmental impact of products in
Environmental Product Declarations (EPD)
Material compliance software used to
check components used
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Raw materials

Recycling

Zumtobel
Eco-Design
Production

Use

Transport

Production
Enhancement of process quality
via Lean Six Sigma
ISO 9001 Quality Management System
ISO 14001 Environmental Management
System and environmental programmes
based on this in all factories
Roll-out of the ISO 50001 Energy
Management System
Use of product, transport and packaging as
environmentally sustainable as possible
Taking sustainability aspects into account
when making investment decisions

Transport
Documenting the CO 2 emissions
produced by transport
Taking sustainability aspects into
account when selecting transport
companies
Efficient transport logistics thanks
to aggregation in hub system
Double-stacking in case of intercompany traffic

Application
Energy-saving lighting
technologies
Efficient lighting concepts
Minimum energy consumption
by lighting thanks to integration
of lighting management systems
Less waste due to modular design

Recycling
Participation in take-back
systems for used electrical
equipment
Compliance with statutory
provisions (WEEE)

Efficient use

Integral lighting solutions
The correct combination of luminaires and control systems achieves
a wealth of benefits. Zumtobel therefore provides efficient luminaires as well as useful tools for lighting design, and a whole range
of services geared towards the right, sustainable lighting solution.
LED luminaires save up to 40 % of energy costs and
have a long service life
Up to 20 % of energy can be saved just by choosing
an appropriate lighting concept
A lighting management system plus dimmable luminaires and
presence detectors save up to 80 % of energy

+
Light sources
Use of efficient light sources and LED
technologies with high luminous flux
levels and excellent lighting qualities
Intelligent cooling systems that increase
the luminaires’ life expectancy

Reflectors and lenses
Optimum direction of light for high luminaire efficiency and high lighting quality
Precise light distribution for efficient
implementation of lighting design
Wide range of products optimised for
specific lighting applications

Control gear
Optimum operation of lamps for high
e fficiency and long service life
Intelligent functions such as Tunable
White, dimmability or maintenance
c ontrol are p
 rer equisites for combining
lighting quality and e
 nergy efficiency

Lighting control
Application-oriented solutions from
single rooms right up to building
c omplexes
Lighting control based on daylight,
presence or time, as well as automatic
energy saving functions
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Operation
Easy operation increases comfort and
a lso ensures that users accept energy-
saving concepts
Support by Zumtobel’s professional
staff, from design right up to commissioning and maintenance

Services
Zumtobel service packages for regular
maintenance and optimization of your
system
Support of ISO 50001
(energy management system)

2
E fficient lighting solutions for your
Green Building Certification

Environmental Product Declaration

For increased transparency
With our Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) for each product
we make a significant contribution towards your successful certification.
The EPD is a material and environmental balance based on the
ISO 14025, ISO 14040/44 and EN 15804 standards (sustainability of
buildings, environmental declaration for products, basic regulations
for the building product category). Each document is checked and
acknowledged by the German Institute Construction and Environment
(IBU) e.V. In this way, we create the prerequisites for the comparability
of products, for transparency with respect to the materials used and
for ongoing product improvement.

3

Detailed documentation
for your Green Building
Certification
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60814647 PANOS EVO E150LG 21W LED840 230V WH

Lighting and Sustainability

Environmental Product Declaration
According to ISO 14025 and EN 15804
Declaration Holder:

1 Product

Zumtobel Lighting GmbH

Program Holder:

Institute Construction and Environment (IBU) e.V.

Declaration number:

ECO-ZGR-60814647-Office-EU-2014-07-08

Date of Issue:

2014-07-08

Validity Date:

2019-07-08

Zumtobel is the internationally leading supplier of integral lighting solutions for a wide variety of
applications. We want to use light to create worlds of experience, make work easier and improve
communications and safety while remaining fully aware of our responsibility for the environment.
Based on careful analysis and advanced product development we are improving the
environmental performance of our products. The following information details environmental
aspects throughout the life cycle of the product.

LED ceiling-recessed luminaire (pre-assembled luminaire), designed for use where space is
limited in ceiling: recess depth only 100mm; "Stable White" LED luminaire, with symmetric widebeam light distribution with maximum luminaire efficiency and optimum photometric properties;
lamp(s): 21 W LED840; Colour rendering Ra > 80, colour temperature 4000 K (neutral white);
Chromaticity tolerance (initial MacAdam): 3; Total luminous flux of luminaire: 1864 lm, Luminaire
efficacy: 89 lm/W; service life: 50000h at 80% luminous flux; includes control unit ; high-quality
reflector unit fixed to modular LED lighting chamber by twist-and-lock mechanism; high-efficiency
LED lighting chamber is integrated in optimised, passive thermal management system made of
extruded aluminium; lighting chamber and reflector unit appear as one harmonised unit; reflector:
smooth reflector in aluminized mirrorbrite and iridescent-free finish; reflector/trim made of high
quality, UV-resistant Polycarbonate (PC); white trim; mounting ring made of Glass fibre-reinforced
polycarbonate (PC), grey; luminaire unit can be fitted quickly without tools thanks to simplified
twist-and-lock mechanism; luminaire wired with halogen-free leads; electrical connection: 3-pole
connector terminal, loop-in/loop-out possible; mains voltage: 230V / 50/60Hz, for use with 220V
DC central battery; tool-free quick installation using antislip spring clips in ceilings of thickness 140mm; ceiling cutout: 150mm, recess depth: 100mm; weight: 1.07 kg;
Note: To achieve EN12464 compliance in office applications (UGR<19), please order an
additional antiglare ring

This declaration is an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) according to ISO 14025 and
describes the specific environmental impacts of the mentioned product. The declaration is based
on the document Product Category Rules (PCR) for 'Luminaires, lamps and components for
luminaires' and takes into account the development of EN 15804. The Life-Cycle-Assessment
(LCA) was performed according to ISO 14040. The described product serves as declared unit.
The declaration includes a product description, information on material composition,
manufacturing, transport, use-stage, disposal and recycling, as well as results of the life cycle
assessment. It is independently verified according to ISO 14025. EPDs of construction products
are only comparable if figures are calculated according to the same PCR. This EPD refers to the
IBU master EPD for the Zumtobel Group at http://bau-umwelt.de/hp4234/Luminaires-lamps.htm.

60814647 PANOS EVO E150LG 21W LED840 230V WH

Additional information is available at http://www.zumtobel.com/60814647.

Material Composition
Materials

weight [kg]

weight [%]

4,47E-05

0,00

Polyurethane

60814647 PANOS EVO E150LG 21W LED840 230V WH

Assessment parameter

Unit

[kg SO2 eq]

Acidification Potential (AP)

3PO4

Construction
Process
Use-stage
Stage

Product
Stage

Benefits and
End-of-Life loads beyond
Stage
the system
boundary

A1-A3

A4, A5

B4, B6

C2-C4

D

8,92E-02

4,65E-04

1,54E+00

1,06E-03

-3,69E-02

PE

weight [kg]

weight [%]

1,05E-02

1,00

7,26E-03

0,70

PET

8,08E-03

0,78

6,21E-06

0,00

Copper

4,52E-02

4,34

Epoxy resin

3,98E-03

0,38

Ferrites

2,77E-02

2,65

Silicon dioxide (SiO2)

2,30E-03

0,22

Electrolyte

1,44E-03

0,14

Silicon

2,66E-04

0,03

EPDM

2,30E-03

0,22

Tin

6,15E-03

0,59

PBT

5,41E-03

0,52

Aluminum and alloys

6,08E-01

58,34

Lead in alloy

5,74E-05

0,01

Aluminum Oxide (Al2O3)

7,16E-04

0,07

Silver in alloy

3,66E-05

0,00

Eutrophication Potential (EP)

[kg

eq]

6,04E-03

7,09E-05

8,18E-02

7,02E-05

-1,71E-03

Glass

1,50E-05

0,00

Chromium

5,15E-07

0,00

Global Warming Potential (GWP100)

[kg CO2 eq]

1,74E+01

4,15E-01

3,28E+02

1,07E+00

-6,47E+00

Copper alloys

1,11E-03

0,11

Silicone

2,71E-03

0,26

Primary energy, renewable

[MJ]

4,46E+01

1,62E-01

9,68E+02

5,46E-01

-2,37E+01

Iron in alloy

1,68E-04

0,02

Unsaturated polyester

6,28E-07

0,00

Primary energy, non renewable

[MJ]

2,36E+02

2,12E+00

5,80E+03

3,79E+00

-8,49E+01

Tetrabromobisphenol A (TBBA)

2,66E-04

0,03

Colophony

1,91E-05

0,00

For a comprehensive description of the results please refer to chapter 3 Life Cycle Assessment
Results.

Environmental Product Declaration
According to ISO 14025 and EN 15804

Tin in alloy

1,46E-03

0,14

Dopant

6,98E-06

0,00

Antimony oxide (Sb2O3)

1,89E-05

0,00

Barium titanate (BaTiO3)

4,82E-04

0,05

Silver

1,17E-04

0,01

Lead titanate (PbTiO3)

1,05E-04

0,01

Inorganic flame retardants

4,65E-08

0,00

Strontium titanate (SrTiO3)

6,98E-05

0,01

Nickel in alloy

1,00E-05

0,00

Calcium titanate (CaTiO3)

3,49E-05

0,00

Gold

1,21E-05

0,00

TPE

1,48E-02

1,42

Zumtobel Lighting GmbH

Environmental Product Declaration

Program Holder:

Institute Construction and Environment (IBU) e.V.

Declaration number:

ECO-ZGR-60814647-Office-EU-2014-07-08

Date of Issue:

2014-07-08

Declaration number:

ECO-ZGR-60814647-Office-EU-2014-07-08

Validity Date:

2019-07-08

Date of Issue:

2014-07-08

According to ISO 14025 and EN 15804

Description of product life cycle (chapter 1)

Introduction and short summary

60814647 PANOS EVO E150LG 21W LED840 230V WH

60814647 PANOS EVO E150LG 21W LED840 230V WH

3 Life Cycle Assessment Results

2 Life Cycle Assessment Framework

The evaluation is conducted according to characterization factors of CML 2010 (Center voor
Milieukunde at Leiden).

Life Cycle Assessment has been conducted according to the requirements of ISO 14040/44 and
EN 15804. The declared unit is the product described in chapter 1.

Table 1: LCA results: input of resources

System boundaries
For the life cycle assessment, the following stages have been considered:
Assessment parameter

Product
Stage

Unit

Building assessment information (x = included in LCA, MND = module not declared)

Use

Maintenance

Repair

Replacement

Refurbishment

Operational
energy use

Operational
water use

Deconstruction /
demolition

Transport

Waste
processing

Disposal

Reuse, recovery
or recycling
potential

A5

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

C1

C2

C3

C4

D

X

X

X

MND MND MND

X

MND

X

MND MND

Disposal

Construction
installation
process

A4

Waste
processing

Transport

A3

Transport

Manufacturing

A2

Operational
energy use

Transport

A1

Benefits and
loads
beyond the
system
boundary

End-of-Life Stage

Replacement
of
components

Benefits and
loads beyond
the system
boundary

End-of-Life Stage

Raw material
supply

Use-stage

Use-stage

Construction
installation
process

Construction
Process Stage

Product Stage

Construction
Process Stage

Transport to
building site

Building life cycle information

Raw material
supply and
manufacturing

Supplementa
ry information
beyond the
building life
cycle

A1-A3

A4

A5

B4

B6

C2

C3

C4

4,46E+01

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

PERM

[MJ]

0,00E+00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

PERT

[MJ]

4,46E+01 5,85E-02 1,03E-01 0,00E+00 9,68E+02 3,90E-03 4,91E-01 5,13E-02

PENRE

[MJ]

2,28E+02

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

PENRM

[MJ]

8,23E+00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

PERE

[MJ]

Reuse,
recovery or
recycling
potential

Declaration Holder:

Contents of the Environmental Product
Declaration

Materials

Steel
Lead

D
-2,37E+01
-

PENRT

[MJ]

2,36E+02 1,49E+00 6,26E-01 0,00E+00 5,80E+03 9,95E-02 2,95E+00 7,39E-01

-8,49E+01

SM

[kg]

0,00E+00 0,00E+00 0,00E+00 0,00E+00 0,00E+00 0,00E+00 0,00E+00 0,00E+00

0,00E+00

X

X

X

X

RSF

[MJ]

NRSF

[MJ]

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

FW

[kg]

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

• A1 extraction of raw materials and energy carriers, generation of thermal and electrical energy,
production of ancillary materials and pre-products
• A2 transport processes are cut-off, due to negligible influence

PERE

• A3 manufacturing of the product and all single components, including manufacturing of packaging
materials

PERM
PERT
PENRE

• A4 delivery of products from plant to customer as a standard scenario, where the distance of the
transport to the customer is set to an average value of 1500 km, the mode of delivery is a 20 t
truck with an average payload of 17,3 t, EURO 5

PENRM
PENRT
SM
RSF
NRSF
FW

• A5: effort (energy and material) and emissions of packaging incineration / landfilling
• B4 replacement of components
• B6 operational energy use (electricity consumption)
• C2 transport scenario for End-of-Life

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

= Use of renewable primary energy excluding renewable primary energy resources used as raw
materials
= Use of renewable primary energy resources used as raw materials
= Total use of renewable primary energy resources
= Use of non renewable primary energy excluding non renewable primary energy resources used
as raw materials
= Use of non renewable primary energy resources used as raw materials
= Total use of non renewable primary energy resources
= Use of secondary material
= Use of renewable secondary fuels
= Use of non renewable secondary fuels
= Use of net fresh water

• C3 waste processing
• C4 disposal
• D recovery and recycling potential

Environmental Product Declaration
According to ISO 14025 and EN 15804

Environmental Product Declaration
According to ISO 14025 and EN 15804
Declaration number:

ECO-ZGR-60814647-Office-EU-2014-07-08

Date of Issue:

2014-07-08

Rules for LCA calculations (chapter 2)

60814647 PANOS EVO E150LG 21W LED840 230V WH
EET

Declaration number:

ECO-ZGR-60814647-Office-EU-2014-07-08

Date of Issue:

2014-07-08

LCA results (chapter 3)

60814647 PANOS EVO E150LG 21W LED840 230V WH

= Exported thermal energy

Not all of the used inventories for the calculation of the LCA support the methodological approach
for the declaration of water and waste indicators. The material amounts, displayed with these
inventories contribute significantly to the Product Stage. The indicators are not declared (decision
of IBU advisory board 2013-01-07).

Interpretation
The primary energy demand and environmental impact of the considered product is basically
determined by the expenditure in the use-stage. This is due to the provision of light based on
electricity consumption and the related upstream processes for electricity generation.

The production stage has a minor contribution on the environmental impact regarding the overall
life cycle. The considered transport processes are not significant.
The heating value, resulting from the content of plastic determines the energy gain during the
end-of-life scenario. Recycled material can be used in next systems. A credit for primary energy
and to the respective impact categories is accounted for in module D.
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Vodafone Village, Milan | IT

The Vodafone Village consists of three linked buildings covering
an area of over 67,000 m², which now boast an all-embracing
lighting solution, and stands out thanks to its energy efficiency.
Vodafones head office obtained certification according to
LEED® standards (LEED® 2009 ID+C: Commercial Interiors) and
qualified for Silver (52/110 possible points). The building complex
is at present the largest LEED®-certified building in Italy.
Intelligent daylight-based control makes a major
contribution to saving energy (-25 %)
At the same time, systems for reducing energy consumption
inside the building allow further energy savings of up to 70 %
Installation of CO ² sensors ensures periodical exchange
of air, thus enhancing people‘s sense of well-being

Vodafone Village, Milan | IT
Architects: Dante O. Benini & Partners Architects, Milan | IT
Lighting designers: Dante O. Benini & Partners Architects, Milan | IT
Electrical engineers: Studio as ingg srl, Milan | IT
Electrical installations: Milani Giovanni & C. Srl, Osnago Lecco | IT
Lighting solution: SUPERSYSTEM, TUBILUX, HEDERA, MIROS,
CARDAN LED, IYON, RESCLITE, PURESIGN, PANOS INFINITY,
SLOTLIGHT, MELLOW LIGHT, LUXMATE LITENET, PERLUCE,
COMSIGN, ARTSIGN
Photo credit: Raso Beppe

LEED® Silver certified

i+R Group, Lauterach | AT

19

The new headquarters of the traditional Lauterach-based company
i+R Group is the first and only corporate building in Austria that features LEED® Platinum certification in the category “New Construction
and Major Renovations, 2009”.
Zumtobel made an essential contribution to implementing
the clients‘ ambitious targets by providing an integrated
lighting solution which scored not only in terms of efficiency,
but also on account of its flexibility and user comfort.
Largely LED-based lighting solution
Daylight-based control and use of presence detectors
Reduction of energy consumption for lighting by up to 70 %

i+R Group, Lauterach | AT
Client: i+R Group, Lauterach
Architects: Dietrich | Untertrifaller Architekten ZT GmbH, Bregenz | AT
Lighting design: Bartenbach Lichtlabor, Aldrans | AT
Lighting solution: Custom LED lighting solution
Photo credits: Zumtobel; Bruno Klomfar, Wien | AT

LEED® Platinum certified
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Zumtobel Lighting Ltd.
Chiltern Park
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter
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uksales@zumtobel.com
zumtobel.co.uk
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Zumtobel Lighting Inc.
3300 Route 9W
Highland, NY 12528
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zli.us@zumtobel.com
zumtobel.us

Romania
Zumtobel Lighting Romania SRL
Radu Greceanu Street, no. 2,
Ground Floor, sector 1
012233 Bucharest
T +40 731 32 1200
welcome.ro@zumtobel.com
zumtobel.com
Hungary
Zumtobel Lighting Kft
Váci út 49
1134 Budapest
T +36/(1) 35 00 828
F +36/(1) 35 00 829
welcome@zumtobel.hu
zumtobel.hu

Australia and New Zealand
Zumtobel Lighting Pty Ltd
333 Pacific Highway
North Sydney, NSW 2060
T +61/(2)8913 5000
F +61/(2)8913 5001
info@zumtobel.com.au
zumtobel.com.au

Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Zumtobel Licht d.o.o.
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Zagrebtower
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T +385/(1) 64 04 080
F +385/(1) 64 04 090
welcome@zumtobel.hr
welcome.ba@zumtobel.com

China
Zumtobel Lighting China
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Shanghai City, 200233, P.R. China
T +86/(21) 6375 6262
F +86/(21) 6375 6285
sales.cn@zumtobel.com
zumtobel.cn

Serbia
Zumtobel Licht d.o.o.
Karadjordjeva 2-4
Beton Hala
11000 Belgrade
T +381/(0)11 65 57 657
F +381/(0)11 65 57 658
welcome@zumtobel.rs

Hong Kong
Zumtobel Lighting Hong Kong
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F +852/(0)2503 0177
info.hk@zumtobel.com
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Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
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Czech Republic
Zumtobel Lighting s.r.o.
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welcome@zumtobel.cz
zumtobel.cz
Slovak Republic
Zumtobel Lighting s.r.o
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824 12 Bratislava
welcome@zumtobel.sk
zumtobel.sk

Singapore
Zumtobel Lighting Singapore
158 Kallang Way # 06-01/02
Singapore 349245
T +65 6844 5800
F +65 6745 7707
info.sg@zumtobel.com

Poland
Zumtobel Licht GmbH Sp.z.o.o.
Platinium III
ul. Wołoska 9a
02-583 Warszawa
T +48/(22) 856 74 31
F +48/(22) 856 74 32
welcome@zumtobel.pl
zumtobel.pl

United Arab Emirates
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
4B Street, Al Quoz Industrial Area
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
T +971/4 340 4646
F +971/4 299 3531
info@zumtobeluae.ae
zumtobel.ae

Slovenia
Zumtobel Licht d.o.o.
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1000 Ljubljana
T +386/(1) 5609 820
F +386/(1) 5609 866
welcome@zumtobel.si
zumtobel.si

zumtobel.com/greenbuilding

Russia
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
Official Representative Office
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125040 Moscow
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zumtobel.no
Sweden
Zumtobel Belysning
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113 56 Stockholm
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Denmark
Zumtobel Belysning
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zumtobel.dk

Headquarters
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
Schweizer Strasse 30
Postfach 72
6851 Dornbirn, AUSTRIA
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info@zumtobel.info
Zumtobel Licht GmbH
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